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SUMMARY

Everyday behavior frequently involves encounters
with multiple objects that compete for selection. For
example, driving a car requires constant shifts of
attention between oncoming traffic, rearviewmirrors,
and traffic signs and signals, among other objects.
Behavioral goals often drive this selection process
[1, 2]; however, they are not the sole determinant of
selection. Physically salient objects, such as flashing,
brightly colored hazard signs, or objects that are
salient by virtue of learned associations with reward,
such as pictures of food on a billboard, often capture
attention regardless of the individual’s goals [3–6]. It
is typically thought that strongly salient distractor ob-
jects capture more attention and are more disruptive
than weakly salient distractors [7, 8]. Counterintui-
tively, though, we found that this is true for percep-
tion, but not for goal-directed action. In a visually
guided reaching task [9–11], we required partici-
pants to reach to a shape-defined target while trying
to ignore salient distractors. We observed that
strongly salient distractors produced less disruption
in goal-directed action than weakly salient distrac-
tors. Thus, a strongly salient distractor triggers sup-
pression during goal-directed action, resulting in
enhanced efficiency and accuracy of target selection
relative to when weakly salient distractors are pre-
sent. In contrast, in a task requiring no goal-directed
action,we foundgreater attentional interference from
strongly salient distractors. Thus, while highly salient
stimuli interfere strongly with perceptual processing,
increased physical salience or associated value at-
tenuates action-related interference.

RESULTS

The functional role of salience in guiding selection is unclear.

We use ‘‘salience’’ here to refer to objects that are distinct

from their surroundings, either because of feature contrast

(physical salience) or learned associations with reward. To the

extent that salient stimuli are ecologically relevant, signaling
2040 Current Biology 25, 2040–2046, August 3, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier
danger or opportunity, automatically attending to such stimuli

may confer adaptive benefits. However, in many cases, these

stimuli are not meaningful to the organism and serve only to

distract from the selection of goal-relevant stimuli. One possibil-

ity is that attentional capture by irrelevant but salient stimuli

reflects the overgeneralization of an adaptive principle—better

safe (check to see whether the salient stimulus is pertinent)

than sorry (ignore a salient stimulus that is pertinent and suffer

the consequences).

In real-world contexts, however, people often not only have to

find target objects but also reach to those objects to manipulate

them in ways that will help them achieve their goals. Thus, it is

important to consider the relationship between attentional selec-

tion and action output in order to fully understand the impact of

salient distractors on behavior. Here, we examine whether phys-

ical salience of distracting objects or their learned associations

with reward provide an adaptive benefit when multiple objects

compete not only for perceptual selection but also for goal-

directed action responses.

Capture in Goal-Directed Action
In experiment 1, participants reached to a shape-defined

singleton target, while trying to ignore physically salient color

singleton distractors that appeared on a randomly selected

and intermixed half of all trials (Figure 1A). Examining distractor

attraction scores [12], a measure of how far hand movements

deviated toward the color singleton distractor (Figure 1B; see

Supplemental Experimental Procedures), we found significant

deviation that appeared immediately and persisted through

88% of the movement trajectory (Figure 1C; see Supplemental

Experimental Procedures for details on statistical calculation).

This finding is consistent with previous reach movement studies

suggesting that action is automatically directed toward physi-

cally salient objects [13–15]. The initial trajectory angle (ITA)

[16] of hand movements was also greater on distractor-present

trials (18.7�) than absent trials (15.5�) (t(15) = 5.99, p < 001;

Figure 1D). This outcome suggests a robust pattern of interfer-

ence, with deviation toward the distractor occurring immedi-

ately and continuing for most of the movement. Additional

dependent measures can be found in the Supplemental Informa-

tion (Table S1).

This impact of physical salience on goal-directed action is

generally consistent with studies of perceptual selection (see

also Figure S1). However, some objects ‘‘pop out’’ more than

others due to a higher level of contrast. Thus, in experiment 2,
Ltd All rights reserved
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Figure 1. Stimuli andData fromExperiment 1

(A) A sample sequence of trials from experiment 1.

Participants were required to point to the unique

shape. One of the non-unique shapes was colored

red on 50% of all trials.

(B) Average resampled trajectory across all sub-

jects for a target located in the lower right corner

on distractor-absent trials (black line) and a target

located in the lower right corner with a color dis-

tractor in the upper left corner on distractor-pre-

sent trials (red line).

(C) Distractor attraction scores calculated across

the entire resampled movement, averaged across

all subjects. Positive scores indicate hand position

that is pulled toward the location of the color dis-

tractor on distractor-present trials.

(D) ITAs for distractor-present and distractor-ab-

sent trials.

All error bars reflect SEM.
we explored another important question regarding the relation-

ship between physical salience and goal-directed action: are

more strongly salient objects necessarily more disruptive?

At first glance, the answer might seem obvious—surely the

more salient stimulus is more disruptive. Indeed, most models

of attention consider the role of physical salience itself as a posi-

tively increasing monotonic function in which increasing the

physical salience of a particular object increases the probability

that the object is selected [3, 7, 8]. However, salience may have

a different effect on selection for action than it does on selection

for vision (cf. [16, 17]). For example, in recent years, the role

of suppression in the selection process has gained traction

[18–23]. It is possible that strongly salient distractors might

trigger suppression mechanisms that prevent movements from

going to the wrong object, resulting in less interference from

strongly salient relative to weakly salient distractors during

goal-directed action.

Strong Physical Salience Triggers Rapid Suppression in
Goal-Directed Action
To manipulate physical salience, we varied the color of the

singleton distractor in experiment 2 (Figure 2A); all objects

appeared in red, except for color singleton distractors, which

appeared in either pink (low feature contrast [LFC], weak phys-

ical salience) or an equiluminant blue (high feature contrast

[HFC], strong physical salience; Figure S2A).

Surprisingly, we found that the more physically salient blue

distractor caused less deviation in hand movement trajectories

(Figure 2B). Distractor attraction scores from pink LFC distrac-

tors were greater than blue HFC distractors from 10% through

78% of the movement (Figure 2C). Signed ITA, which was posi-

tive or negative depending on whether the hand deviated toward

or away from the location of the distractor, was also higher for
Current Biology 25, 2040–2046, August 3, 2015 ª
LFC (21.0�) than HFC (19.3�) distractors
(t(16) = 3.54, p < 0.01). This difference

was not a consequence of slower initia-

tion latency on HFC trials [24], as there

was no significant effect of trial type on

initiation latency, and initiation latency
was numerically shorter on HFC trials than LFC trials (407 ms

versus 409 ms, not significant [n.s.]).

These data point toward a novel finding: the weakly salient

distractor produced greater distractor interference during goal-

directed action than the strongly salient distractor (see also Fig-

ure S2). Given the previous literature [3, 7, 8], it is unlikely that

the weakly salient distractor competed more strongly for atten-

tional selection. Instead, it appears that the salient distractor

triggered a suppression mechanism, reducing distractor inter-

ference relative to the weakly salient distractor in an integrated

attention-action system. This view is consistent with previous

literature interpreting reduced curvature or curvature away

from a location as inhibition ([25–27]; see also Figure S1B for

additional support for this claim, via a link between trajectory de-

viation and subsequent negative priming).

An alternative explanation for this result is that participants

were able to more rapidly disengage attention from the HFC

distractor [28] because of its high physical salience. However,

Figure 2C clearly shows that the distractor attraction scores

between the LFC and HFC distractors diverged well before

they reached their peak, indicating that the difference emerged

rapidly and is not attributable solely to more rapid disengage-

ment from theHFC distractor. Another possibility is that the over-

all difference in distractor attraction scores reflects a slow-acting

suppressionmechanism (see Figure S1A) in goal-directed action

that is triggered only by the strongly salient distractor. However,

we found that differences between HFC and LFC trials in signed

ITA measures did not significantly change across initiation

latency quartile (interaction: F(3,48) = 1.49, p = 0.23; Figures

2D and S2A) and are thus not attributable to a slow-acting top-

down suppression mechanism [25–27, 29].

In experiment 3, we created a perception-based version of

the task to determine whether this rapid salience-triggered
2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 2041
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Figure 2. Stimuli andData fromExperiment2

(A) A sample sequence of trials from experiment 2.

One of the non-unique shapes was colored either

pink or blue, with equal probability, on 50% of all

trials.

(B) Average resampled trajectory across all sub-

jects for a target located in the lower right corner

on distractor-absent trials (black line), a target

located in the lower right corner with an HFC dis-

tractor in the upper left corner (blue line), and a

target located in the lower right corner with an LFC

distractor in the upper left corner (pink line).

(C) Distractor attraction scores calculated across

the entire resampled movement, averaged across

all subjects. The pink line shows scores for the LFC

distractor, and the blue line shows scores for the

HFC distractor. Positive scores indicate hand po-

sition that is pulled toward the location of the color

distractor on distractor-present trials.

(D) Signed ITA across four quartiles of initiation

latency, from shortest to longest, for both LFC and

HFC distractors.

All error bars reflect SEM.
suppression is specific to goal-directed action. Participants indi-

cated the orientation of a line (vertical or horizontal) inside the

unique shape target while trying to ignore physically salient

HFC or LFC distractors that appeared on half of all trials. A line

discrimination task was used in order to roughly equate the

attentional demands to the goal directed-action tasks, as both

require a shift of focal attention to the target [9, 30]. Each partic-

ipant also completed the reaching version of the task to provide a

within-subject comparison.

Results from the visually guided action task of experiment 3

largely replicated the results of experiment 2 (see Figures 3A,

3B, and S3). For the keypress task, response time (RT) was

also affected by the presence of salient distractors; however,

this effect was in the opposite direction of the reaching behavior.

That is, interference was greater from the HFC than the LFC

distractors, reflected in longer RTs (HFC: 963 ms, LFC:

950 ms, t(11) = 2.85, p < 0.05; Figure 3C; see also Table S2).

Similar results were obtained in an otherwise identical keypress

experiment that required a localization judgment of the target

(experiment S1; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures,

Figure S3B, and Table S2), ruling out the possibility that the

dissociation in the effect of salience on performance between

the keypress and reaching versions of the task was due to

different target localization requirements. In summary, the re-

sults demonstrate a clear dissociation in how physical salience

affects performance depending on whether observers are

required to make a movement toward their target.

Previous work using the value-driven capture paradigm [5, 6]

has shown that when a feature becomes associated with high

monetary payouts, that feature captures attention automatically

even after reward is extinguished. This value-based capture may

occur via a priority map, similar to the effects of physical salience

[31]. Thus, to test the generalizability of salience-triggered sup-
2042 Current Biology 25, 2040–2046, August 3, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved
pression, we conducted a final set of

experiments using a modified version

of the value-driven capture paradigm
[5, 6, 32–36]. If reward-driven salience also triggers suppression

in goal-directed action, we might expect reduced capture

for distractors previously associated with comparatively high

reward in a reaching task. Because reward-associated colors

are counterbalanced across participants, this approach ad-

dresses concerns about the suppression effects in experiments

2 and 3 being driven by the physical properties of the stimuli [37].

Does Salience-Triggered Suppression Extend to
Value-Driven Capture?
In the training phase of experiment 4, participants reached to a

target circle (unpredictably red or green) on every trial (Figure 4A).

One target color was probabilistically associated with high mon-

etary reward, the other with low reward. In a subsequent test

phase, participants pointed to a singleton target shape on each

trial, similar to experiment 1. On a randomly selected 50% of all

trials, either the high-value (previously associated with high

reward) or low-value (previously associated with low reward) co-

lor appeared as a color singleton distractor (Figure 4A).

For responses in the test phase, signed ITA was greater in the

direction of the low-value distractor (24�) than the high-value

distractor (21.9�) (t(19) = 2.36, p < 0.05; Figure 4C). This result

suggests that salience-triggered suppression for goal-directed

action extends to the domain of learned value: high-value dis-

tractors trigger suppression, and thus produce less interference

than low-value distractors. While overall distractor attraction

scores did not differ between the two conditions, scores calcu-

lated for the first block of trials, where reward history effects

are usually strongest [5], show greater deviation in the direction

of the low-value distractor from 7% to 8% of the movement (Fig-

ure 4B; see Figure S4 for amore detailed breakdown of all results

by block). Although only this small window reached statistical

significance, attraction scores were greater for the low-value
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(A) Distractor attraction scores calculated across

the entire resampled movement, averaged across

all subjects, for the visually guided action task in

experiment 3. The pink line shows scores for the

LFC distractor, and the blue line shows scores for

the HFC distractor. Positive scores indicate hand

position that is pulled toward the location of the

color distractor on distractor-present trials. Scores

werehigher for theLFCdistractor from40%through

89% of the movement, replicating experiment 2.

(B) Signed ITA for HFC and LFC trials.

(C) RTs for the keypress task for HFC and LFC

distractors.

All error bars reflect SEM.
distractor from 2% through 86% of the movement; the lack of

statistical significance over a greater area is likely due to the

lack of power from restricting analysis to a small subset of trials

per subject or because of the possibility that the method for

calculating distractor attraction scores may spread out an effect

that occurs over a smaller time window. There was no difference

in initiation latency (high value: 438ms, low value: 441ms, t(19) =

1.07, n.s.) between the two conditions.

In experiment 5, we conducted a keypress version of the same

task to replicate previous work showing greater attentional cap-

ture from comparatively high-value distractors [5, 32]. Partici-

pants had to indicate the orientation of a line inside the target

stimulus (horizontal or vertical) during both phases. We found

the error rate was higher for high-value (9.3%) than for low-value

(6.1%) distractors (t(13) = 2.25, p < 0.05; Figure 4D). Thus, a

perceptually salient distractor produced greater interference

when it appeared in a color associated with high reward value

rather than low reward value, consistent with previous psycho-

physical research [5, 33]. Although RTwas also greater in magni-

tude for high-value distractors (938 versus 933 ms), this result

did not reach significance (t(13) < 1). Critically, the direction of

significant reward effects in the keypress task was consistent

with previous literature [5, 32–36] and in the opposite direction

of reward effects found in the visually guided reaching task in

experiment 4.

Together, these results again show a dissociation between se-

lection for vision and selection for action. High-value distractors

produce more errors than low-value distractors in a keypress

task but less interference in reaching movement trajectories in

a visually guided reaching task. Thus, distractors may trigger

suppression in goal-directed action when they are associated

with high monetary reward.

DISCUSSION

It is typically assumed that increasing an object’s salience will

increase the strength of competition from that object for selec-

tion. Surprisingly, however, we found that objects exhibiting

HFC, or objects previously associated with high reward, pro-

duced less interference than objects exhibiting relatively low

feature contrast or previously associated with low reward during

goal-directed action. This result supports the existence of a

salience-triggered suppressionmechanism for goal-directed ac-

tion, in which strongly salient distractors rapidly trigger suppres-

sion and therefore produce less interference than would be
Current Biology 25, 2040
otherwise expected during selection for action. This pattern

was not observed in a perception-based visual search task.

Instead, there was greater interference from the strongly

salient distractor, consistent with models of attention [8, 38].

Thus, salience-triggered suppression occurred only when goal-

directed actions toward specific objects are required.

We aimed to match the goal-directed action and keypress

tasks for attentional demands as closely as possible [9, 30].

We also conducted an additional experiment that ruled out the

possibility that divergent results between the two tasks were

due to differences in target localization demands. Further

research will be needed to more fully characterize the nature of

the observed dissociation by exploring a range of task and

attentional demands. For example, one possibility is that differ-

ences in the timing of response execution between the two tasks

contributed to the divergent results. Nevertheless, the present

results provide clear evidence of reduced interference from

highly salient distractors during goal-directed action, which are

at odds with prevailing views of the impact of salience on per-

formance [7, 8] and add to a growing number of studies high-

lighting dissociations in selection for vision and selection for

action [13, 16, 17].

Research in both perceptual and motor domains [39–41] as

well as formal models [42] have explored the notion that distrac-

tors competing strongly for target selection receive greater inhi-

bition than distractors that compete weakly. However, inhibition

in these empirical data and models typically follows an initial

period of strong interference from those salient distractors or at

least does not show improved behavioral performancewhen dis-

tractors are more salient [29, 39–43]. The present study demon-

strates a form of inhibition that appears to directly improve task

performance, by reducing motor interference from salient dis-

tractors, with no discernible initial cost. Thus, the present study

adds to the literature highlighting increased inhibition of strongly

salient objects but also suggests there may be cases where

strong inhibition of salient distractors can be implemented

more rapidly than previously thought. Furthermore, our findings

might indicate a broad principle of inhibitory control; for example,

salience-triggered suppression may suggest a possible mecha-

nism by which supra-threshold stimuli can lead to less robust

perceptual learning than sub-threshold stimuli [44].

Our findings have implications for understanding the nature of

distraction for models of integrated attention-action systems,

human factors considerations, and human-computer interac-

tions systems. Specifically, when salient distractors compete
–2046, August 3, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 2043
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Figure 4. Stimuli and Data from Experi-

ments 4 and 5

(A) Sample displays for the training and test

phases of experiment 4. Participants were

required to reach to the red or green target during

the training phase and to the unique shape during

the test phase. Experiment 5 required a keypress

response instead of a reach movement to indicate

the orientation of a line inside the target.

(B) Distractor attraction scores calculated across

the entire resampled movement, averaged across

all subjects, for block 1 of the test phase in

experiment 4. The red line shows scores for the

high-reward-associated distractor, and the green

line shows scores for the low-reward-associated

distractor. Positive scores indicate hand position

that is pulled toward the location of the color dis-

tractor on distractor-present trials.

(C) Experiment 4 ITAs for high-reward-associated

and low-reward-associated distractors.

(D) Experiment 5 keypress error rate for high and

low reward distractors.

All error bars reflect SEM.
for selection for action, increasing the physical salience of those

distractors maymake them easier to suppress and thus facilitate

goal-directed action.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Recording and data analysis methods were largely adapted from [11]. More

detailed methods are available in the Supplemental Information. The protocol

was approved by the Brown University Institutional Review Board.

Experiment 1

On each trial, following fixation, four colored shapes appeared on a black

background (Figure 1A). Participants were instructed to reach to the unique

shape (either a diamond among circles or a circle among diamonds) within

1 s. On a randomly selected 50% of all trials, one non-target shape was

colored red. All other objects were colored green.

Three-dimensional hand position was recorded at a rate of approximately

240 Hz in experiment 1 and 160 Hz in experiments 2, 3, and 4 (due to a

slight change in recording protocol) using an electromagnetic position

and orientation recording system (Liberty, Polhemus) with a measuring

error of 0.03 cm root mean square. Stimulus presentation was conducted

using custom software designed with MATLAB (Mathworks) and Psychtool-

box [45].

Initiation latency was defined as the time elapsed between stimulus onset

and movement onset. Movement time was defined as the time elapsed

between movement onset and movement offset. Distractor attraction scores

[12] were calculated after resampling each movement to 101 samples equally

separated in space, as the difference in deviation on distractor-present trials

compared to distractor-absent trials at each sample, signed to reflect

whether the angle of trajectory in the direction of the distractor at each point

was greater on distractor-present or distractor-absent trials (see Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures for more details). ITA was defined as the

angle between a line connecting the start and end of the movement to a

line connecting the start and the position of the hand at 20% of the move-
2044 Current Biology 25, 2040–2046, August 3, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved
ment time [17]. Signed ITA was indicated as pos-

itive if the point 20% through the movement was

closer to the distractor than a line connecting the

start and end of the movement and negative if it

was farther from the distractor. This measure

cannot be calculated for distractor-absent trials

since there is no specific distractor location, so
we used this only for comparing between two different types of distractors

in experiments 2–4.

The experiment began with 20 practice trials, followed by 8 blocks of 100 tri-

als each. Participants were given an opportunity to rest between each block.

Each session lasted approximately 1 hour.

Experiment 2

The procedure was similar to experiment 1, except all non-distractor items

were red (hue: 14�, saturation: 95%), and there were two possible singleton

distractor colors: HFC distractors (blue, 0.539 away from red in CIE color

space; hue: 240�, saturation: 100%) and LFC distractors (pink, 0.229 away

from red; hue: 322�, saturation: 90%; Figure 1B). To further ensure that the

HFC distractor exhibited greater physical salience, we calculated saliency

maps from screenshots of displays from experiment 2 (1,280 3 1,024 pixels;

see Figure S2B).

Experiment 3

One experimental phase was identical to experiment 2, except that only 400

total trials were conducted after training. The other phase required keypress

responses rather than reaching responses. The task for this phase was similar

to experiment 2, except that participants were instructed to respond by press-

ing a key to indicate whether the line inside the target shape was oriented

horizontally or vertically. The response deadline for this task was 1.5 s, to

encourage rapid responses as in the reaching task. The order of these two

phases was equally counterbalanced across subjects.

Experiments 4 and 5

The protocol was similar to [5]. In phase 1, participants pointed to a red or green

target among four differently colored circle objects. Correct answers were re-

warded with 2¢ or 10¢ bonuses. One color was probabilistically (80%) associ-

ated with the high reward, while the other color was associated with the low

reward. After each trial, participants saw adisplay indicating the reward earned

for that trial and the total reward earned thus far. Phase 2 was similar to exper-

iment 1, but non-distractors were gray, and color distractors were either red or



green. Reward was not given out during phase 2. At the end of the study, par-

ticipants received a payout equal to the reward earned in phase 1, rounded up

to the nearest dollar.

For the keypress version of the task (experiment 5), a separate group of

participants did the same task but with a keypress response to indicate the

orientation of a line inside the target rather than a reach movement.
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